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I T A L Y

THIS LAND 
IS OUR LAND



Paderno Dugnano (Milan), Italy. 
The view from the terrace of the social-educational centre “Taman”, once property of 
criminal boss Biagio Crisafulli and now managed by the social cooperative “Due punti e a capo”. 
The cooperative takes care of the wellbeing of a group of disabled people and their relatives. 



Italy – How the goods confiscated to the mafias come back to the civil society

“We run this place, work this land, but we do not own it. The civil society owns it”. 

Pietro Fragasso, president of the social cooperative Pietra di Scarto of Cerignola, in the Apulia 

region, is a kind, warm person. His glance becomes really serious when he talks about goods 

confiscated to the organised crime, anyway. His cooperative cultivates olives and tomatoes on a 

three acres land in a confiscated area, and manages Libera’s ranch. The staff also allocated a 

portion of the land they work to urban gardens, and schedules meetings in schools about legality: 

Pietra di Scarto is an active, positive part of its community. This is just one of the many similar 

activities in Italy, so confiscated goods could really have a huge political and social meaning in 

the whole country, but do they? According to the ANBSC (the Italian agency managing the goods 

confiscated to the organised crime) the goods permanently confiscated from 1996 are more than 

20,000, but only half of them have been reassigned. The problem with the goods confiscated but not 

yet reassigned is they may take years to come to attention, as the bureaucracy tend to forget those 

goods are available and don’t activate the procedures to assign them. This way it takes ages to have 

the goods actually available to the communities. “If you want to find the mafia, follow the money”, 

used to say Giovanni Falcone, and that’s probably why Lombardy is one of the region with the highest 

number of confiscated goods (over 1,000): a clear sign of the widespread extension of organised 

crime in Italy. Confiscated goods must return to the communities, all the Italian administrators 

say: these places are our own, and we need to sensitise people and share these resources. 

It’s a way to face the organised crime, it’s a way to change the territory.



Cerignola (Foggia) Italy. 
Members of the social cooperative “Pietra di Scarto”, producing olive oil 
from olives cultivated on the land confiscated to the boss Rosario Giordano. 
They are in front of the murales adorning the former warehouse called “the bunker”.



Battipaglia (Salerno), Italy. 
Massimo posing in front of the logo of Cafè 21 Marzo, 
formerly a property of member of the Camorra Antonio Campione. 
After serving a term of 16 years of imprisonment, 
Massimo found in a reintegration project of the association 
“P’o ben r’o Paes” a way to serve the last part of his detention 
in a constructive way.



Rescaldina (Milan), Italy. 
Noemi, waitress at the restaurant “La Tela” serving at tables. 
Disadvantaged people may find an easier way to the work world 

in this property confiscated to the organised crime, 
the first case in Italy of a restaurant confiscated and re-born in the world of fair and solidal restoration.



Rome, Italy. Davide Bagalà, chef of the Grand Hotel Gianicolo. 
Now in the Michelin Guide thanks to his dedication, 

the hotel was once a base for drug trafficking.



Castelvetrano (Trapani), Italy. 
The hypermarket inside the shopping centre Belicittà, confiscated to the Mafia in 2007 

and now managed by the ANBSC (the Italian agency managing the goods confiscated 
to the organised crime) through its company Uno G.



San Sebastiano da Po (Turin), Italy. 
Matteo, one of the persons in charge of Cascina Caccia, preparing a dinner for the Rotary Club of Settimo Torinese. 
Offering the property to host events is one of the ways Cascina Caccia acts to sustain the many activities it carries on.



San Sebastiano da Po (Turin), Italy. 
Matteo, one of the persons in charge of Cascina Caccia, checking his queen bees. 
Their honey is the most important product obtained in North Italy 
by Libera Terra from lands confiscated to the various mafias. 



Trapani, Italy. Giacomo Messina, 
the president of the cooperative “Calcestruzzi Ericina Libera”,
meeting some students of the Luiss University. 
He manages the establishment once owned by Mafia boss Vincenzo Virga.



Palermo, Italy. 
The reception of the San Paolo Palace, a model of productive management 

after being until year 2000 a property of builder Giovanni Ienna, 
a person quite near the Brancaccio bosses Giuseppe and Filippo Graviano.



Battipaglia (Salerno), Italy. 
Noemi De Simone during her performance for a music fest against the mafias at the Cafè 21 Marzo. 
The cafè was once a property of the Battipaglia citizen Antonio Campione, condemned for money laundering activities and criminal cospiracy.



Garbagnate Milanese (Milan), Italy. 
The exterior of the “Bottega del Grillo”, a shop of the fair and solidal network 

once known as the bar “Della Rosetta”, an organised crime meeting point. 
It was confiscated to the Cosa Nostra clan of Gerlando Alberti in December 2008, 

and managed by the cooperative “Il Grillo Parlante” from the very same month.



Castelvetrano (Trapani), Italy. 
Salvatore Pirrello, manager of the Belicittà shopping centre. 
Confiscated to the Mafia in 2007, the centre is now managed by the ANBSC (the Italian agency 
managing the goods confiscated to the organised crime) through its company Uno G.



Palermo, Italy. 
The view from the terrace of The restaurant of the San Paolo Palace hotel, confiscated during 2000. 
It was a property of builder Giovanni Ienna, a person quite near the Brancaccio bosses Giuseppe and Filippo Graviano. 
This hotel is considered a model among the confiscated goods by the ANBSC (the Italian agency managing 
the goods confiscated to the organised crime), as it now runs under a fiscal virtuous management.



Castel Volturno (Caserta), Italy. 
Antonella transporting some mozzarellas in the establishment of the 

social cooperative “Le Terre di Don Peppe Diana”, a former stable confiscated 
to the Camorra as it was used to cover contraband activities with Cosa Nostra.



Palermo, Italy. 
The San Paolo Palace, confiscated during 2000. It was a property of Giovanni Ienna, 

a person quite near the Brancaccio bosses Giuseppe and Filippo Graviano. 
It’s considered a model among the confiscated goods by the ANBSC 

(the Italian agency managing the goods confiscated to the organised crime), 
as its nowadays management finally led to a profit. 



Cerignola (Foggia), Italy. 
Vito, one of the members of the social cooperative “Pietra di Scarto” 
that produces the olive oil “Bella di Cerignola” on lands formerly controlled by organised crime.



Paderno Dugnano (Milan), Italy. 
Hosts and operators of the social-educational centre “Taman”, 
hosted in a flat used by the organised crime until 1999. 
From left: Manuel, Stefano, Giada, Daniele, Irene, Silvia and Giorgio.
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